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! 
Abstract— Br#in electric#l #cti+ity recorded during #n epileptic 
sei3ure is fre5uently #ssoci#ted 6ith rhyth8ic disch#rges in 
cortic#l net6or9s: ;urrent opinion in clinic#l neurophysiology is 
th#t strongly coupled net6or9s #nd cellul#r <ursting #re 
prere5uisites for the gener#tion of epileptifor8 #cti+ity: 
;ontr#ry to e=pect#tions> 6e found th#t 6e#9ly coupled cortic#l 
net6or9s c#n cre#te synchroni3ed cellul#r #cti+ity #nd sei3ure-
li9e <ursting: @+#lu#tion of # r#nge of syn#ptic p#r#8eters in # 
det#iled co8put#tion#l 8odel re+e#led th#t sei3ure-li9e #cti+ity 
occurs 6hen the e=cit#tory syn#pses #re 6e#9ened: Auided <y 
this o<ser+#tion> 6e confir8ed e=peri8ent#lly th#t> in 8ouse 
neocortic#l slices> # ph#r8#cologic#l reduction of e=cit#tory 
syn#ptic tr#ns8ission elicited sudden onset of repetiti+e net6or9 
<ursting: Bur finding pro+ides po6erful e+idence th#t onset of 
sei3ures c#n <e #ssoci#ted 6ith # reduction in syn#ptic 
tr#ns8ission: These results open # ne6 #+enue to e=plore 
net6or9 synchrony #nd 8#y ulti8#tely le#d to # r#tion#l 
#ppro#ch to tre#t8ent of net6or9 p#thology in epilepsy: 

 
I"#$% T$()*DEeur#l 8odeling> neocorte=> epilepsy  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Because the underlying neural mechanisms of epileptiform 
activity are poorly understood, seizure treatment in the 
large population of epilepsy patients can be characterized 

as a trial-and-error process with a fairly limited success rate 
[1]. A core question in epilepsy research is how abnormalities 
of intrinsic neural function and network properties manifest 
themselves as a seizure. Electroencephalograms (EEGs) 
recorded from patients with epilepsy frequently show epileptic 
spikes between seizures and a sustained oscillatory pattern 
with sudden onset and offset during seizures. More often than 
not, spikes and seizures in the EEG can easily be recognized 
by an epileptologist or even detected by automated procedures 
(see, e.g., [2]). Unfortunately these clear-cut patterns at the 
level of the EEG have not generated insight into the neural 
mechanisms that underlie epileptiform activity. Most clinical 
and experimental physiologists envision a scenario in which 

strong neuronal excitatory connectivity, weak inhibitory 
synapses, and cellular bursting may lead to a hyperexcitatory 
and hypersynchronous epileptiform network state (reviewed in 
[3]). Accordingly, electrophysiological recordings in animal 
models and computational modeling studies have tended to 
focus on experimental paradigms where tissue is stimulated, 
excitation is elevated, and/or inhibition is reduced (e.g., [4]\ 
[11]). Thus far the understanding gained by these and related 
studies has not translated into a rational approach to the 
treatment of epilepsy, perhaps because the activity patterns 
described in these studies focus on isolated bursts that seem 
more representative of interictal spikes than true seizures. 
Recent experimental models that focus on seizure-like, 
repetitive bursting showed that the neural activity around the 
onset of seizure-like activity is not always characterized by 
hypersynchrony [12]\[15]. These findings suggest that the 
mechanisms for bursting during seizures and interictal spikes 
may differ significantly and that, therefore, ongoing research 
in epilepsy requires a specific emphasis on seizure models. 
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In this report we focus on neocortical microcircuitry that is 
frequently affected in pediatric patients with epilepsy. We 
combine modeling with in $itro electrophysiological 
experiments to evaluate the relationship between the strength 
of network connectivity and seizure-like activity patterns 
generated by neocortical networks. In addition, we determine 
the role of spontaneously bursting cells in sustaining network 
oscillations. Our computational model contains 
multicompartmental representations of the neurons and 
captures the basics of neocortical structure and connectivity 
by including excitatory and inhibitory neuronal populations, 
recurrent excitation, inhibition, disinhibition, feedforward 
loops, and direct electrical coupling between the inhibitory 
cell types. We demonstrate that the availability of this level of 
detail can yield insights that suggest new hypotheses and 
directions for experimental study. Specifically we show that a 
reduction in excitatory synaptic transmission strength can be 
associated with emergent seizure-like behavior in both 
computational and experimental models of neocortex. A short 
version of this study, and details of the model without bursting 
cell types, were described previously [16], [17]. 

II. PROCEDURES 
() Model  

To facilitate multiple parameter searches, the computational 
model was implemented in the parallel GENESIS code [18]. 
The model runs on the Jazz computing cluster (Argonne 
National Laboratory, Argonne, IL), which enabled us to 
perform h10 years of single-processor simulation within a two 
year period. All data reported here is based on a model 
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containing a total of 656 neurons. The field potential as a 
measure for the overall electrical activity of the neural 
network was calculated from the weighted sum of the external 
neuronal currents [19].   
 
.) Experiments 

Neuronal network behavior generated by the model was 
compared with field potential recordings in mouse neocortical 
slices. CD-1 mice (ni20, P18\P30) were deeply anesthetized 
with ether and decapitated at the C3/C4 spinal level, and 
cortex samples were isolated in ice-cold artificial 
cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF). One hemisphere was then glued 
onto an agar block and mounted into a vibrating tissue slicer. 
Coronal slices (500 "m thick) that included somatosensory 
cortex were cut, transferred into a recording chamber, and 
submerged under a stream of ACSF (temperature, 30jC; flow 
rate 10 ml/min; containing (in mM): 118 NaCl, 3 kCl, 1.5 
CaCl2, 1 MgSO4, 25 NaHCO3, 1 NaH2PO4, and 30 D-
glucose equilibrated with carbogen (95l O2, 5l CO2). In 
order to obtain a baseline of low frequency (m0.1 Hz) network 
bursting, the potassium concentration was routinely raised 
from 3 to 5 mM over 30 min. 

In the extracellular recordings we evaluated the effects of 
cadmium (Cdnn, 20—200 "M) (ni5) and 6-cyano-7-
nitroquinoxaline-2,3-dione (CNQp, 1-20 "M) (ni15) on 
network bursting activity. Cdnn attenuates Cann-mediated 
processes including synaptic transmission. CNQp is a 
selective antagonist for the non-NMDA (N-methyl-D-aspartic 
acid) excitatory receptors, i.e. the AMPA (#-amino-3-

hydroxy-5-methylisazole-4-proprionic acid) and kainate 
receptors.  

TABLE I 
OqERqIEW OF CELL TYPES, COMPARTMENTS, AND ION 

CHANNELS IN THE NEOCORTICAL MODEL. 
Cell - Compartment     Size ("m)      q-Channels    Synapse    
FG PIJKMMNKOPso8# 22, 16.1   Na, k, NaP    i 

- sdQ   140, 2         -     -  
- sdR   190, 3.3         -     e 
- <d   200, 2.4         -     -  
- is      15, 2.5    Na, k     i 

 
NGPIJKMMNKOPso8# 22, 16.1    Na, k     i 

- ddQ   250, 2         -     - 
- ddR   400, 2.9         -     - 
- ddS   400, 4.4         -     e 
- ddT   400, 4.7         -     - 
- <d   200, 6.3         -     - 
- is      15, 2.5    Na, k     i 

 
BKFU@TQ-SPso8#         5.5-22, 4-16.1  Na, k     e, i  

- d        300-900, 2        -     gj 
 
;HKEN@OM@JPso8#   5.5, 4     Na, k     e, i 

- d    150, 2         -         gj  
 
FGPIJKMMNKO> NGPIJKMMNKO i superficial and deep pyramidal cells;
BKFU@TQ-S i three types of basket cells; ;HKEN@OM@J W chandelier 
cell. sdQ-R W superficial cell’s dendrite compartments; ddQ-T W deep cell’s 
dendrite compartments; <d W basal dendrite compartment; is i initial 
segment; d W dendritic compartment of inhibitory neurons. The size is
indicated as length and diameter of the cylindrical compartments in "m. E#> 
E#P W fast and persistent voltage-sensitive sodium channels; U i potassium 
channels; e> i W excitatory  and inhibitory synaptic channels; gX i gap 
junctions.  
 

Extracellular recording electrodes were manufactured from 
borosilicate glass tubes (Clarke GC 150TF), filled with ACSF. 
The electrodes were positioned in cortical layer 5/6. 
Extracellular signals were amplified 10,000 times and filtered 
between 0.25 and 1.5 kHz. This resulted in a trace that 
represented the multiunit AP activity (top trace, Fig. 4a). In 
order to facilitate detection of action potential bursts, this trace 
was rectified and integrated by using an electronic integrator 
with a time constant of 50 ms (! in Fig. 4). The output of the 
integrator was used as an index of the activity in the 
population (network) of neurons. Similar to seizure detection 
in EEG (Gotman, 1990) where seizures are detected by 
comparison against background activity, seizure-like network 
bursting was defined as a set of h5 bursts with a frequency h1 
Hz that could be distinguished from a 100 s epoch of 
preceding background activity with a burst frequency m0.1 
Hz. 

III. COMPUTATIONAL MODEL 
() 4ell Models 

The circuitry depicted in Fig. 1 was built with 
multicompartmental neuronal models [16], [17]. The 
dimension of each cylindrical compartment and channel 
properties are summarized in Table I. Each compartment was 
modeled as an electric circuit in which the membrane potential 
(5), the membrane capacitance (46 0.01 F/m2), and the 
currents of the individual ion species (I8) were related to the 
intercompartmental current (Ii) by 

 

i8 II
dt
d54 $%& . 

 
The current (I8) of the 8th ion species is determined from the 
conductance across the membrane (:8) and its equilibrium 
potential (E8) by )( 888 E5:I '$ . The ion conductances 
are voltage dependent according to the Hodgkin and Huxley 
formalism [20]. Gating variables (x) that determine the 
membrane conductance, satisfy first-order kinetics determined 
by  
 

xxxxx
dt
dx ()# /)()1( '$''$ * . 

 
The coefficients # and ) are voltage-dependent rate constants, 
x! is the steady state value and (x is the timeconstant. Fast 
sodium and potassium channels were included in the initial 
segment of the pyramidal neurons and the soma of the 
inhibitory cell types (Na, k in Table I). We used kinetics and 
voltage dependence for # and ) identical to those described 
for the squid axon [20]. This choice was motivated by the 
similarity between Nan and kn conductances reported by [20] 
and those reported in simulation studies of cortical neurons, 
[9], [21], [22]. Persistent sodium (NaP) is included in the 
soma of the pyramidal cells for the simulations for Figs. 2, 3b, 
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and 3c. The conductance for NaP was calculated as the 
product of the maximum conductance (100 S/m2), an 
activation (m) and inactivation (h) factor. For the activation 
parameter: #m ; <====>?exp ?@A$@<BC>DE F <E, and ) m ; 
<====@#. In neocortical pyramidal neurons we observed slow 
inactivation of the persistent sodium current, therefore we 
have included an inactivation term (h) following the kinetics 
described by [23]: (h ;<>A#F)C; B=>cosh ?@A$@HC>DE, and h! ; 
#>A#%)C ; <)=>?exp ?A$@HC>DE F <E. The rate variables #+!) are 
in s-1 and the time constant( is in s. Pyramidal neurons with 
NaP channels demonstrated spontaneous bursting activity. 
This bursting cell model represented the different neocortical 
bursting populations. 

 
.) MicrocircuitrJ 

The microcircuitry in the computational model is based on 
the horizontal and vertical organization of the neocortex [24]-
[26]. The cell types and their connectivity within the 
computational model network are shown in Fig. 1. The 
excitatory cell population, representing 80l of the neurons, 
consists of units representing superficial pyramidal cells 
concentrated in layers 2, 3 (S; Fig. 1) and deep pyramidal cells 
in layers 5, 6 (D; Fig. 1). The pyramidal neurons have mutual 
excitatory connections and are inhibited by smaller 
interneurons (I; Fig. 1a). This structure forms the basis for the 
neocortical circuitry that was first proposed in the 1990s, for 
example [5], [26], [27]. We extended the canonical 
microcircuitry to include different inhibitory cell types (Ba, 
basket cells; C, chandelier cells; Fig. 1b) and spontaneously 
bursting cells [5], [28], [29]. The cell models were arranged in 
three layers: the superficial pyramidal cells at a depth of 350 
"m, the interneurons at a depth of 900 "m, and the deep 

pyramidal cells at a depth of 1450 "m. Interdistances were set 
to 5 "m and 15 "m for the pyramidal cells and interneurons 
respectively. 

 
Fig. 1.  Cell types and connectivity in the computational model. (a)
Excitatory connections and gap junctions between the model elements. (b)
Inhibitory connections. Superficial (S) and deep (D) pyramidal cells create a
network of recurrent excitation. Inhibitory cell types (I) are connected to the
pyramidal cell network and have direct electrical coupling by gap junctions,
symbolized by the resistor symbol (R). The inhibitory cell population in the
model consists of basket cells (Ba) and chandelier cells (C). These
interneurons inhibit the pyramidal neurons creating feedback and
feedforward loops. A small percentage of the basket cells inhibit other
GABAergic interneurons, providing disinhibition.  
 

 
Fig. 2.  Impact of variations in excitatory and inhibitory synaptic strengths
(in arbitrary units, AU) on the calculated extracellular activity.  The domains
of activity patterns in the excitation-inhibition parameter space are shown in 
(a), and representative simulated activity patterns in (b). The arrow indicates 
the path that was followed to generate the seizure onset activity in Fig. 3.
Abbreviations: D-desynchronized activity, IB-irregular bursting, O-
oscillatory activity, RB-regular bursting.    

We included three types of basket cell classified on the 
basis of their axon arbor spread [28] into local (LAC), 
medium (MAC), and wide arbor cells (WAC). The maximum 
probability of pyramidal cells to interconnect was set to 10l 
and decreased with distance (d  in "m) according to exp?@
K==dE; connectivity between pyramidal cells and interneurons 
was 25l. In this study we focused on the synchronizing 
effects of local processes; long-range connections between 
excitatory neurons (i.e. h1 mm) were not included. The 
inhibitory interneurons connected to the pyramidal cells with a 
probability of 0.5l, 1l, 4l, and 4l for the WAC, MAC, 
LAC, and chandelier cell respectively [16], [28]. Probability 
for the interconnections between the basket cells was 14l 
[16], [26], [29].  

Conductance in the synapse was simulated with an alpha 
function for the excitatory synapses and a dual exponential 
function for the inhibitory connections. In these functions we 
used values for the time constants described by [30]. Effects 
of synaptic strength were studied by applying a scale factor to 
the maximum conductance of the excitatory synaptic contacts 
(Fig. 1a, e in Table I) and the inhibitory connections (Fig. 1b, 
i in Table I) independently.  
 
4)    EmerLent .urstinL .eha$ior 
 The model network generated a broad variety of behavior 
that depended critically on the strength of the synaptic 
connections between neurons as well as the presence of NaP 
channels. An overview of the activity patterns is shown in Fig. 
2, in which synaptic strength was varied by applying two 
independent scale factors to the maximum synaptic 
conductances: one to the excitatory synapses shown in Fig. 1a, 
and one to the inhibitory connections depicted in Fig. 1b.  
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Generally speaking, the network behavior could be classified 
as inactive, desynchronized (D), oscillatory (O), irregular (IB) 
and regular bursting (RB), (Fig. 2).  Regular bursting and 
oscillatory behavior resembled recorded epileptiform activity 
and were only observed in weakly connected networks. In 
contrast, higher levels of excitatory connectivity resulted in 
desynchronized activity or irregular bursting. In networks 
without spontaneously bursting neurons, the RB activity was 
never observed; instead the network became inactive at low 

levels of excitatory transmission [16]. Behavior similar to 
recordings of seizure onsets was obtained when the synaptic 
excitation strength was dynamically reduced from a high 
initial value (Fig. 3a, b). In these plots, the contributions of the 
excitatory and inhibitory populations are shown separately. 
Overall the contribution of the inhibitory neurons is more than 
an order of magnitude smaller than the excitatory population’s 
activity. Highly synchronized bursting occurred at strengths 
, 0.2 in networks that included spontaneously bursting 
neurons. Interestingly, this highly synchronous state is also 
associated with bursting in the inhibitory cell type (bottom 
trace in Fig. 3b). Raster plots of superficial pyramidal cell 
activity (Fig. 3c) showed that the pattern changed from 
desynchronized activity at synaptic excitation strengths 
around 3 to modestly synchronized at the onset of the seizure-
like discharge at u0.5.  

 
Fig. 4.  Results from recorded seizure-like activity in neocortical slices of 
adult mouse under the influence of CNQp (ni15). (a) Recorded extracellular
multi-unit activity (upper trace) and the corresponding rectified and 
integrated (!) signal (lower trace). Bursting pattern h10s were recorded in 6 
cases (a) and shorter bursts (2-10 s) in 7 cases. (b). The extracellular 
recordings in (c) demonstrate that seizure-like bursts occurred at 6 "M 
CNQp, whereas lower and higher concentrations displayed lower level and
desynchronized activity. 

 
Fig. 3.  Simulated network dynamics during decreasing strength of excitatory
synaptic transmission. (a) Multi-unit activity in a network without bursting
neurons. (b) Extracellular activity from a network including spontaneously
bursting cells. (c) Rasterplots of activity in the superficial pyramidal neurons 
associated with example (b). As shown with the grey indicators, the strength
of the excitatory synapses was reduced over the first part of each simulation,
following the trajectory indicated by vPath to Seizure Onsetv in Fig. 2. In
each example, the simulated extracellular signal generated by the excitatory
neuronal population is shown in the top trace  and the extracellular signal
from the inhibitory population is shown at a 10x larger scale in the bottom
traces. Lower excitatory coupling (at values around 0.5) causes network
oscillations. The network without bursting cells becomes inactive at
excitatory strengths below 0.2 (a), whereas activity is sustained when
bursting neurons are present (b). The rasterplots show that pyramidal cells
become recruited at the onset of the seizure-like oscillatory pattern and
demonstrate hypersynchronous activity later during the regular bursting.
Interestingly this is also the only pattern in which the inhibitory cell
population shows bursting.  

Iq. EpPERIMENTAL DATA 
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We have recorded network activity extracellularly in mouse 
neocortical slices while pharmacologically reducing synaptic 
coupling strength. Initially, we mimicked a low Cann scenario 
known to be associated with propagating neocortical seizures 
in the baboon [31]; low concentrations (20 to 60 "M) of Cdnn 
were added to the artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) 
surrounding the slice to block Cann-mediated processes. 
Repetitive network bursting resulted in 5 out of 5 cases. But 
because the weakening of synaptic connection is only one of 
the many effects of Cdnn, we performed a more targeted 
experiment in which CNQp was used to reduce the synaptic 
strength of the non-NMDA mediated excitatory glutamate 
receptors. Moderate concentrations of CNQp (4\12 "M) 
applied to neocortical slices from older mice (hP18) induced 
repetitive bursting in 13 out of 15 cases. Six of these cases 
included periods of seizure-like bursting that persisted for 
10\120 s and included h25 bursts (Fig. 4a). The other 7 cases 
displayed 2\10 s intervals containing 6\15 network bursts at 
frequencies between 1 Hz and 3 Hz (Fig. 4b). In all slices, 
high concentrations of CNQp (h15 "M) stopped network 
bursting completely (Fig. 4c).    

q. DISCUSSION 
The results obtained from this computational model indicate 

that neural networks can generate and sustain seizure-like 
activity if the excitatory coupling strength falls below a 
critical value. These results contradict the common belief that 
strong excitatory coupling is needed to synchronize bursting. 
In our simulations, increasing the strength of excitatory 
connectivity actually destroys the ability of the 
synchronously firing spontaneously active neurons to 
dominate network behavior (Fig. 2).  

Our neocortical slice experiments show that weakening 
excitatory transmission using CNQp at moderate 
concentrations between 4 "M and 12 "M can evoke seizure-
like activity. This finding agrees well with the prediction from 
our modeling that weakening excitatory coupling strength 
allows epileptiform network oscillations to occur (Figs. 2 and 
3). However we cannot exclude the possibility that our 
observations relate specifically to NMDA-mediated signals 
because CNQp attenuates the non-NMDA-mediated synaptic 
transmission. NMDA could play such a role as [32] observed 
that the frequency of slow oscillations increase after blocking 
NMDA. However, our finding that high levels of CNQp (h 
15 "M) stopped all network oscillations suggests that some of 
the AMPA mediated transmission must be intact for the 
generation of the bursting we observed.  

The activity pattern in Fig. 3c confirms a recent 
experimental finding that the level of synchrony at seizure 
onset may in fact be modest as compared to a further 
developed seizure state [13]\[15]. Intra-operative recordings 
during seizures in patients with epilepsy indicate that this 
finding is relevant for true seizure activity (see e.g., [33]). 

Our hypothesis linking reduced excitation with seizure 
activity, appears to be contradicted by several well-known 
results. For instance, the direct measurements of evoked 
excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) by [34] show a 
slight increase of amplitude and decrease of latency around 

seizure onset. But we note that the evoked EPSPs may not 
represent the overall state of all synaptic transmission 
involved, and the real parameter to establish would be 
synaptic drive defined as the product of the synaptic firing rate 
and postsynaptic current amplitude [35].  

Another example is bicuculline, a GABAA receptor 
antagonist, that is routinely applied to evoke epileptiform 
activity in cortical slices. This activity pattern is sometimes 
seizure-like [36], but more often the evoked activity consists 
of isolated bursts or bursting patterns at low frequencies 
(typically m0.1 Hz) that are considered representative of 
interictal spikes. We found that bicuculline (20 "M) applied 
to mouse neocortical slices from neonates (P8\P13) also 
evoked a series of seizure-like, transient bursts at frequencies 
h1 Hz (ni15) [14]. Reference [12] described a similar 
observation for young rat, in which bicuculline evoked 
seizure-like bursting in neocortical slices from animals 
younger than P15. These observations may relate to the 
different role of the GABAA receptor before and after P15 in 
mouse and rat: because of developmental differences in the 
intracellular [Cl-], the GABAA receptor has a depolarizing 
(excitatory) effect in juveniles younger than P15 and a 
hyperpolarizing (inhibitory) effect in older neocortex [37], 
[38]. Considering the excitatory role of GABAA in juveniles, 
the bicuculline evoked seizure-like bursting in this age group 
is consistent with our hypothesis that reduced excitatory 
coupling causes seizures to occur. 

In light of the computational results and the 
electrophysiological evidence reported here, it appears that the 
commonly held view that seizures are necessarily 
characterized by hypersynchrony and hyperexcitation should 
be re-examined.  We also emphasize that, considering the 
variability and complexity of epileptic seizure activity, it is 
likely that seizure onset is a final common path for a variety of 
mechanisms starting from a different initial state of brain 
activity. Nonetheless, our results show that a computational 
model can now mimic seizure onset in enough detail to 
directly test the consequences of alterations in cellular and 
network parameters against experimental observations. A 
better understanding of the interplay of these factors will 
ultimately lead to a more theoretically rigorous methodology 
for the treatment of  epilepsy. 
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